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Abstract

This working paper aims at developing a medium-scale stock-�ow con-
sistent dynamic model for the Italian economy. On the theoretical side,
it builds upon the pioneering work by Godley and Lavoie (2006)[2].
Sectoral balances of the Italian economy are explicitly modelled and
their evolution over non-ergodic time under di�erent scenarios is anal-
ysed. The model also draws upon the applied work by Burgess et al.
(2016)[1]. Eurostat annual data (from 1995 to 2016) are used to esti-
mate most of model parameters (e.g. consumption function parameters,
housing investment parameters, loan and deposit interest rates, etc.).
Other parameters are either borrowed from the available literature or
taken from a range of realistic values (e.g. weights on past errors in
agents' expectations). The model is then used to create and discuss
alternative scenarios for Italian households' �nancial balance, based on
di�erent government spending patterns.
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1 Introduction

This working paper aims at developing a medium-scale stock-�ow consistent
dynamic model for the Italian economy. A theory-constrained but data-driven
method is used. On the theoretical side, the model is inspired by the pioneering
work by Godley and Lavoie (2006)[2].1 Sectoral balances of the Italian econ-
omy are explicitly modelled and their evolution over non-ergodic time under
di�erent scenarios is analysed. This paper also draws upon the applied work by
Burgess et al. (2016)[1]. For the model is developed building upon available
(Eurostat) macroeconomic data rather than microeconomic �rst principles.
More precisely, no dynamic optimisation technique is used in this work. It is
recognised that a �nancially-sophisticated economy should be rather regarded
as a complex (monetary) system, whose emerging behaviour can be hardly
traced back to the choices made by an individual representative agent. As a
result, its system-wide dynamics can be only analysed either through a het-
erogeneous agent-based micro-founded model or through a macro (monetary)
accounting approach. The second method is chosen here.

Figure 1: Italy's sectoral �nan-
cial balances (% GDP)

Figure 1 shows the Italian sectoral �nan-
cial balances since the mid-1990s. Focusing
on the foreign sector (green line), three dif-
ferent phases can be detected. A reduction
in Italy's external surpluses (or foreign sec-
tor's de�cits) and a sharp fall in household
net saving (yellow line), along with a reduc-
tion in government de�cit (black line), dur-
ing the 1990s. An increase in non-�nancial
corporations (NFCs) de�cit (blue line), along
with an increasing external de�cit (meaning
a surplus recorded by the rest of the world),
up until 2011. Finally, Italy has been run-
ning again external surpluses (coupled with
a stable government de�cit and an increasing
surplus of NFCs and other domestic sectors)
since the outbreak of the so-called �European Sovereign Debt Crisis�.

The aim of the paper is to develop a macroeconomic model accounting for
the dynamics above and the developments in �nancial stocks & �ows, while cre-
ating and comparing di�erent hypothetical (future) scenarios for main macroe-
conomic variables. For this purpose, the rest of the work is organised as follows.
Section 2 presents the theoretical model, equation by equation. Section 3 pro-
vides a detailed description of the method used to re-classify and aggregate
Eurostat data, construct sectoral balance-sheets, estimate model parameters,
and forecast trends in relevant time series. Section 4 presents the preliminary
�ndings and discusses possible future developments.

1 See Nikiforos and Zezza (2017)[4] for a recent survey on the so-called �Stock-Flow
Consistent� (SFC) approach literature.
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2 The theoretical model

As mentioned, the model is built upon Eurostat data. Accordingly, �ve macro-
sectors are considered: 1. households (marked by the subscript H ); 2. non-
�nancial corporations (or �rms, F ); 3. the government (G); 4. �nancial cor-
porations (including banks and other �nancial institutions, B); 5. the rest of
the world (or foreign sector, RoW ). The role of the central bank, meaning
the European Central Bank (ECB hereafter), is considered as well. The main
assumptions and features of the model are listed below.

a) The model aims at �tting Eurostat classi�cations, while assuring full stock-
�ow consistency.

b) The economy is demand-led both in the short- and long-run. In other
words, model's dynamics is not anchored by any long-run attractor.2 Aggre-
gate demand constrains total production and determines the employment level.

c) Monetary variables are all expressed at current prices (euro). Notice that,
while some �nancial assets' prices are modelled, the general price level is not.
However, it may well be included in a more re�ned version of this work.

d) Total gross output is assumed to be produced by non-�nancial �rms only,
on behalf of other sectors.3

e) Distribution and hence sectoral GDPs are determined by institutional, po-
litical, social and historical factors. For the sake of simplicity, these factors are
embodied in coe�cients named �beta� (βj, where the subscript j denotes the
sector).

f ) Each sector is marked by either a portfolio investment function or a simpli-
�ed �nancial investment rule.

g) Net stocks of �nancial assets and liabilities, rather than gross stocks, are
(usually) taken into consideration. This is a limitation that must be addressed
in a more advanced version of this work.

h) Since there is no available information about �who pays whom�, some sim-
plifying hypotheses about sectoral portfolio compositions are used, based on

2 Along with the absence of �representative agent�-based microfoundations, this is the
most remarkable di�erence with a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model. The point
is that the multiplicity of possible macroeconomic equilibria is at odds with the use of an
harmonic oscillator mechanism.

3 As a result, there is only one production function to be de�ned. Incidentally, this shows
resemblance with the Marxian view that value is created in the (manufacturing) production
sphere and then �distributed� to other sectors through the price setting mechanism (i.e. via
market forces and institutional factors). However, this is just a super�cial resemblance, as
sectors are de�ned following Eurostat accounting taxonomy, not Marx's theoretical one.
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observation of available data.

i) In practice, all (net) dividends are paid by non-�nancial �rms and received
by households, while almost all securities are issued by the government. Inter-
ests are paid by government and non-�nancial �rms to banks, households and
the rest of the world.

l) Banks and other �nancial institutions are regarded as an integrated and
consolidated sector. This is not a major simpli�cation for the Italian system,
as the �nancial sector is dominated by a few banks.

m) Some model �parameters� include trend components to improve the �t of
past data. In addition, a few dummy variables are used to address structural
breaks (see Section 2.7).

2.1 Households

As is known, Italian households were marked by an exceptional saving rate
up until the early 1990s. However, a plurality of economic, institutional and
political factors (including several reforms of the labour market and the pen-
sion system, the coming into force of the Maastricth Treaty, the launch of the
Euro, two major �nancial crises, and the beginning of the �austerity� era) have
a�ected remarkably the �nancial situation of household sector ever since. Ital-
ian households still exhibit a high saving rate compared to other industrialised
or developed countries, but the gap has been narrowing down over time. This
has gone along with symmetrical changes in other sectoral �nancial balances.

In formal terms, household disposable income is made up of household
gross domestic product (meaning gross output minus intermediate consump-
tion) plus wages minus taxes (on income, wealth, import and production) plus
net interest entries plus total transfers (including narrowly-de�ned transfers,
subsidies and bene�ts) plus annuities (including dividends and other property
incomes):

Y D = GDPH +WB − τH + INTH + TH + ANNH (1)

Notice that the household sector is here de�ned in broad terms, as it includes
non-pro�t institutions serving households (NPISH). This is the reason the
disposable income equation includes a (sectoral) gross domestic product com-
ponent. The latter is assumed to be produced materially by non-�nancial �rms
on behalf of NPISH. In principle, household disposable income could be cal-
culated net of GDPH . This would be like assuming that households can meet
a certain share of their own consumption needs. In that case, household gross
domestic product should be deducted by consumption to calculate household
net lending (in equation 31).
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Household annuities are de�ned as the summation of dividends and other
property incomes:

ANNH = DIVH + PROPH (2)

As mentioned, household gross domestic product is taken as a share of total
product:

GDPH = βH ·GDP (3)

Similarly, net wages are de�ned as a share of total GDP:

WB = ωT ·GDP (4)

The household (net) income share to GDP is therefore:

ωL =
INTH + ANNH +WB · (1 − ωS)

GDP
(5)

where ωS is the share of wages paid by NPISH to total wages.

For the sake of simplicity, total taxes paid by households are de�ned as a
share of (past) wages:

τH = θH ·WB−1 (6)

The net interest received by households equals interest revenues net of interest
payments:

INTH = INTRECV
H − INT PAID

H (7)

The total interest received by households is the summation of interests earned
on bank deposits, incomes from bonds (according to the average return rate,
rBA) and other positive interests:4

INTRECV
H = rD,−1 ·DH,−1 + rBA,−1 ·BH,−1 + INTRECV

H,RES,−1 (8)

The total interest paid by households is the summation of interest payments on
mortgages and other payments on loans (captured by a residual component):

INT PAID
H = rM,−1 ·MORTH,−1 + INT PAID

H,RES,−1 (9)

Transfers received by households are de�ned as a share of (past) households
wages:

TH = αH,T ·WB−1 (10)

Similarly, other property income received by households is:

PROPH = αH,P ·WB−1 (11)

Household consumption is de�ned by the Haig-Simons function:

CH = c1 · E(Y D) + c2 ·NWH,−1 (12)

4 These are captured by an empirically-estimated residual component. The accounting
consistency of the model is assured by the foreign sector's interest payment acting as a bu�er
or residual.
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where Y D is household disposable income and NWH is their net wealth, while
c1 and c2 are the propensities to consume out of income and wealth, respec-
tively.

Notice that adaptive expectations are assumed, meaning that E(x) = x−1 +
υ · (E(x−1) − x−1), with 0 ≤ υ ≤ 1. Accordingly, expected income is:

E(Y D) = Y D−1 + υ ·
(
E(Y D−1) − Y D−1

)
Net wealth is the summation of dwellings, currency & deposits, shares & equity,
securities and other �nancial assets held by households, minus the stock of
mortgage debt:

NWH = HOUSEH +DH + VH +BH +OFINH −MORTH

Alternatively, it can be expressed in dynamic terms, its change over time being
de�ned by saving out of disposable income:

NWH = NWH,−1 + Y DH − CONSH − INVH + FUNDSH (13)

where INVH is (housing) investment undertaken by household and FUNDSH

is a composite variable de�ned below.

Household �nancial assets holdings are:

NFWH = NWH −HOUSEH +MORTH (14)

Household non-�nancial assets holdings, meaning dwellings, equal past period
housing stock (net of depreciation rate) plus new housing investment:

HOUSEH = (1 − δ1
H) ·HOUSEH,−1 + δ2

H · INVH (15)

where δ1
H is the depreciation rate of housing capital and δ2

H can be regarded
as the share of household investment actually devoted to housing.

Portfolio allocation by households is modelled based on Brainard and Tobin
(1968)[3] and Godley and Lavoie (2006)[2]. For the sake of simplicity, we
assume that all shares are marked by the same average return rate. Total net
equity (stock) held by households is:

VH = λH1,0 · E(NFWH) + λH1,1 · E(NFWH) · rV + λH1,2 · E(Y DH)+

+ λH1,3 · E(NFWH) · rBA

where both λH1,0 and λH1,1 de�ne the proportion of net �nancial wealth house-
holds wish to hold in form of equity & shares, λH1,2 is the proportion of net
�nancial wealth held in form of cash & deposits, and λH1,3 is the proportion of
net �nancial wealth held in form of securities (notably, Treasury bonds and
NFC securities). Notice that rV is the (average) return rate on equity and
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shares, and rBA is the (average) return rate on securities.5 The latter is de-
�ned by equation (77), whereas the former can be calculated as a function of
the market price of shares:

rV = v1 · rV,−1 + v2 ·
∆pV
pV,−1

(16)

The return rate on Italian equity and shares grows as their market price grows.

As a result, the ratio of household shares and & holdings to net �nancial
wealth is:

VH
E(NFWH)

= λH1,0 + λH1,1 · rV + λH1,2 ·
E(Y DH)

E(NFWH)
+ λH1,3 · rBA (17)

Notice that shares are not issued by NFCs only. A small percentage of equity
and shares held by Italian investors is issued by domestic �nancial and/or
foreign institutions. NFC equity held by households can be de�ned as a share
of household equity portfolio:

VF,H = χF · VH (18)

Similarly, �nancial institutions equity held by households is:

VB,H = χB · VH (19)

where χF and χB are �moving parameters� de�ning the ratio of NFC equity to
total equity and the ratio of �nancial sector's equity to total equity, respectively
- see Section 2.7.

Rest of the world's equity & shares held by households can be now de�ned
as a residual:

VRoW,H = (1 − χF − χB) · VH (20)

Notice that the total stock of equity and shares in the economy is:

VT = VF + VB + VRoW (21)

The amount of total dividends received by households is:

DIVH = DIVF,H +DIVB,H +DIVRoW,H (22)

Turning to securities, the ratio of household holdings to net �nancial wealth
is:

BH

E(NFWH)
= λH2,0 + λH2,1 · rV + λH2,2 ·

E(Y DH)

E(NFWH)
+ λH2,3 · rBA (23)

where λH2,j parameters have the usual meaning.

5 Expected rates (instead of current rates) are used to estimate parameters in equations
(17), (23), (27), (124) and (125), and run the model.
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The Italian market of securities is dominated by government issues. How-
ever, a small percentage of securities held by Italian investors is issued by
NFCs. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that each sector holds the
same share of NFC securities to total securities. In addition, all securities are
assumed to carry the same (average) return rate.6

Accordingly, NFC securities held by households can be de�ned as:

BF,H = qF ·BH (24)

where qF is the average percentage of NFC securities to total securities over
the considered period.

So, government bonds held by households can be calculated as a residual:

BG,H = (1 − qF ) ·BH (25)

Clearly, the total stock of securities in the economy is the summation of gov-
ernment bonds and NFC securities:

BTOT = BG +GF

Bank deposits and cash held by households are:

DH

E(NFWH)
= λH3,0 + λH3,1 · rV + λH3,2 ·

E(Y DH)

E(NFWH)
+ λH3,3 · rBA (26)

where λH3,j parameters have the usual meaning.

Other �nancial assets held by households are de�ned in residual terms as
either:

OFINH = NFWH − VH −BH −DH

or:
OFINH

E(NFWH)
= λH4,0 + λH4,1 · rV + λH4,2 ·

E(Y DH)

E(NFWH)
+ λH4,3 · rBA (27)

where: λH4,0 = 1 − (λH1,0 + λH2,0 + λH3,0) and λH4,j = −(λH1,j + λH2,j + λH3,j), for
j = 1, 2, 3.

New mortgages to households are modelled as a function of household dis-
posable income, their own stock of dwellings, and housing investment:

MORTH = MORTH,−1 + φ1 · Y D−1 + φ2 ·HOUSEH,−1 + φ3 · INVH,−1 (28)

Investment undertaken by households is de�ned as a function of several vari-
ables, including past housing investment, household mortgages, the stock of

6 These simplifying hypotheses are due to data limitations and should be relaxed in
future works. Notice, however, that cross-sector portfolio compositions may well be uneven,
because each sector can choose the desired amount for each �type� of �nancial assets (shares,
securities, deposits, etc).
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dwellings, household disposable income, and the expected growth rate in prop-
erty income:

INVH = ϑ1 · INVH,−1 + ϑ2 ·MORTH,−1 + ϑ3 ·HOUSEH,−1+

+ ϑ4 · Y DH,−1 + ϑ5 · E(rH)
(29)

where the property income growth rate is:

rH =
∆PROPH

PROPH,−1

(30)

Finally, net borrowing by households can be de�ned as their own consumption
and investment (including adjustment in funds) in excess of disposable income.
Net lending by households is therefore:

NLH = Y D + FUNDS − CONSH − INVH (31)

where �funds� is a heterogeneous entry including adjustment in pension funds,
capital transfers and non-produced non-�nancial products (see �gures 2 to 4
in Section 3). For the sake of simplicity, it is regarded as a linear function of
(lagged) disposable income:

FUNDSH = αH,FU · Y DH,−1 (32)

Notice that sectoral net lending values are the key variables of the model. For
they allow reproducing cross-sector �nancial balances displayed in Figure 1.

2.2 Non-�nancial corporations

While facing a long-standing crisis since the mid-1990s or even earlier - a period
marked by an apparent stagnation in labour productivity and Italy losing its
central position in the global value chain - Italy is still the second biggest
manufacturing economy in the European Union. Around a quarter of Italian
GDP is still attributed to (manufacturing) industry.

From an accounting viewpoint, Italy's overall GDP can be de�ned as gross
output, Y , minus intermediate consumption, CONSINT , plus taxes on prod-
ucts net of subsidies, τNET

P ,7 that is:

GDP = Y − CONSINT + τNET
P (33)

As mentioned, it is assumed that non-�nancial corporations (NFCs) produce all
output on the behalf of other sectors. However, the amount of GDP associated
with NFCs is just a share of total GDP:

GDPF = βF ·GDP (34)

where βF is a parameter depending on several institutional, political and his-
torical factors.

7 See Figure 2 in Section 3, based on Eurostat data.
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For the sake of simplicity, total intermediate consumption can be de�ned
as a share of total output:

CONSINT = cINT · Y (35)

The share of total intermediate consumption to total output is de�ned as a
function of the past share and the lagged output:8

cINT = o1 · cINT,−1 + o2 · Y−1 (36)

Total stock of �xed capital (at current prices) is:

K = (1 − δK) ·K−1 + INV · (1 − ξINV ) (37)

where δK is a parameter accounting for capital depreciation and ξINV can be
regarded as the percentage of overall investment that goes to waste (or is not
turned into productive capital). While both parameters are estimated, the
latter is treated as a constant, whereas the former is modeled as a �moving
parameter� (see Section 2.7).

Total capital grows at an endogenous rate, gK , so total investment is:

INV = K−1 · gK (38)

The growth rate is de�ned as a function of expected capital utilisation rate
(proxied by the GDP to capital ratio), the risk premium on loans (meaning the
cost of �nancing exceeding the risk-free interest rate) and the expected pro�t
rate:

gK = γY + γU · E

(
GDP

K

)
− γR · (rL,F − rZ) + γΠ · E

(
ΠF

K

)
(39)

where ΠF is the NFC pro�t net of taxes.9

Narrowly-de�ned NFC investment is a share of total investment:

INVF = δF · INV (40)

where δF is the ratio of NFC investment to total investment.

Data show that deposits held by non-�nancial corporations grow quicker
than the GDP, so that:

DF = (1 + ηF ) ·DF,−1 ·
GDP

GDP−1

(41)

8 Data reveal a negative relationship between the change in intermediate consumption
and total output in Italy during the whole period considered.

9 Expected interest rates (rather than actual rates) are used. Equation 39 is replaced by
a purely estimated gK when the model is used to �t past data - see (B.43) in Section 2.7.
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where ηF is an estimated parameter accounting for the extra growth rate of
bank deposits.

Aggregate demand is de�ned as the summation of household consumption,
government spending (consumption), investment, intermediate consumption
and export, minus import and (net) taxes:

YAD = CONSH + CONSG + INV + CONSINT+

+ EXP − IMP − τNET
T

(42)

where τNET
T stands for total taxes on products net of subsidies (see Figure 2).

Looking at �non-marginalist� literature, gross output can be de�ned ei-
ther through a Leontief function (e.g. Y = Min(N/a1, K/a2), where K is
a non-labour input taken as a proxy for capital and a1 and a2 are technical
coe�cients) or as a linear function of employment. For the sake of simplicity,
the second option is chosen here.10 More precisely, annual (quarterly) gross
output is de�ned as the annual (quarterly) product per employee times the
annual (quarterly) number of employees:

Y = PROD ·N

However, equation above does not de�ne output but the employment level, as
the former is assumed to adjust smoothly to aggregate demand:11

Y = YAD (43)

and hence:

N =
Y

PROD
(44)

The rate of growth of productivity is an endogenous, depending on growth
rates of autonomous demand components (notably, investment, export and
government consumption):12

gPROD = g1 + g2 · d
(
log(INVF )

)
+ g3 · d

(
log(EXP )

)
+

+ g4 · d
(
log(CONSG)

) (45)

So, current labour productivity is:

PROD = PROD−1 · (1 + gPROD) (46)

Following Burgess et al. (2016)[1], import depends on output and the exchange
rate:

IMP = IMP−1 · exp
(
µ1 + µ2 · ln

(Y−1

Y−2

)
+ µ3 · (NER−1 −NER−2)

)
(47)

10 This is a key di�erence with respect to Burgess et al. (2016)[1], who use a standard
Cobb-Douglas production function instead.

11 The gap between demand and current output will be accounted for by including inven-
tories (evaluated at production costs) and prices in a more advanced version of this work.

12 A dummy variable is added to equation 45 when the model is used to �t past data.
This allows addressing the structural break in productivity that takes place in 2007.
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where NER is the nominal exchange rate (see Section 2.6) and exp(x) is an
exponential function of x, that is, ex.

Pro�ts of non-�nancial corporations (net of taxes) are de�ned as a residual:
total GDP minus other sectors' GDP (that is, NFC GDP ) minus wages paid
by NFCs (net of other sectors' wages) minus taxes plus subsidies plus net
interest payments plus adjustment in funds plus other property incomes. In
formulas:

ΠF = GDPF − (WB −WBOTHER) − τF + TF+

+ INTF + FUNDSF + PROPF

(48)

Since ωL is the labour income share of GDP, the non-labour share is:

ζ = 1 − ωL (49)

NFCs earn interests on their own bank deposits and government bond holdings
and face (negative) interest payments on bank loans and security issues. A
residual component is accounted for as well, so that the net interest income
earned by NFCs is de�ned as:

INTF = rD,−1 ·DF,−1 − rL,F · LF,−1 − rBA · (BF,−1 −BG,F,−1)+

+ INTRES
F

(50)

Notice that the residual component is particularly important when considering
interest payments accruing on loans obtained by NFCs. In fact, these �ows can
be hardly calculated as loans' stocks times interest rates. This is a well-known
problem for SFC modellers. In principle, interest payments are proportional
to gross loans, which are demanded by NFCs at the beginning of each period.
However, one can only use data on residual loans, as recorded at the end of
the same period. As a result, it is unlikely to �nd a simple linear relationship
between the stocks of bank loans and the �ows of interest payments.

The value above is expected to be negative as interest payments made by
NFCs normally outstrip interest earnings.13 Households, domestic �nancial
institutions and foreign investors are the recipients of NFC interest payments.
More precisely, net interests that households receive from NFCs are:14

INTF,H = INTH · iF (51)

where iF is the share of interests paid by NFCs to total interest payments
(which include interests paid by the government on Treasury bonds). In other

13 However, data show that the value of net interest has turned positive in the last few
years.

14 Notice that INTF,H does not mirror household holdings of NFC securities. This is
likely to be due to the fact that we are considering net �ows & stocks (rather than gross
�ows and stocks) and average return rates (rather than security-speci�c return rates), while
assets & liabilities are group together by kind (securities, shares, etc.).
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words, it is assumed that each sector receives the same proportion of interest
payments from NFCs.

Similarly, net interest payments that �nancial institutions receive from
NFCs are:

INTF,B = INTB · iF (52)

Net interest payments that foreign investors receive from NFCs are:

INTF,RoW = INTRoW · iF (53)

For the sake of simplicity, wages paid by other sectors rather than NFCs are
de�ned as a share of total wages:

WBOTHER = ωO ·WB (54)

Retained pro�ts are:
ΠFU = sF · ΠF (55)

where sF is the average retention rate of NFCs, de�ning their own self-funding
capacity.

Accordingly, NFC distributed pro�ts (dividends) are:

DIVF = (1 − sF ) · ΠF (56)

Taxes paid by NFCs are a �xed percentage of pre-tax pro�ts:

τF = θF ·
(
GDPF −(WB−WBOTHER)−INTF −FUNDSF −PROPF

)
(57)

For the sake of simplicity, subsidies and transfers to/from NFC are determined
as a percentage of NFC pro�ts:

TF = αF,T · ΠF,−1 (58)

Similarly, the adjustment in NFC funds is:

FUNDSF = αF,FU · ΠF,−1 (59)

Other (net) property income paid by NFCs is:

PROPF = αF,O · ΠF,−1 (60)

Data show that Italian government, �nancial institutions and households are
all (net) holders of equity and shares issued by Italian NFCs. As a result,
dividends paid by NFCs to the government should be de�ned as:

DIVF,G = eG ·DIVF · VF,G
VF

(61)

where eG is the share of dividends which are �actually� received by the gov-
ernment.15

15 This point is discussed below.
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Similarly, dividends paid by NFCs to �nancial institutions should be cal-
culated as:

DIVF,B = eB ·DIVF · VF,B
VF

(62)

where eB is the share of dividends which are actually received by (or paid to)
the �nancial sector.

We can now de�ne dividends paid by NFCs to households as a residual:

DIVF,H = DIVF −DIVF,G −DIVF,B (63)

Equations (61) and (62) show that, in principle, dividends should be dis-
tributed to households, government and �nancial institutions based on their
own equity holdings. However, data show that (net) dividends received by
government and �nancial institutions are negligible. This is likely to be due to
the di�erences in equity & shares' portfolios across sectors. So, we assume that
eG = eB = 0 and hence DIVF,H = DIVF hereafter. In other words, Italian
households are the only recipient of NFC distributed pro�ts.

The total stock of NFC equity & shares is

VF = VF,H + VF,G + VF,B (64)

In line with current literature, it is assumed that �rms can issue new equity
to fund a small percentage of their investment plans (Burgess et al. 2016[1]).
The real volume of equity is:

vF = vF,−1 + ψ · INVF,−1

pV,−1

(65)

where pV is the unit market price of NFC equity. This is an average price,
which can be simply de�ned as:

pV =
VF
vF

(66)

Italy is usually regarded as a traditional or �bank based� system. For Italian
NFCs rely mainly on bank loans to fund their own production and investment
plans. By contrast, �nancial markets usually do not occupy center stage.

In line with SFC literature, new bank loans obtained by �rms are deter-
mined as a residual:

LF = LF,−1 + INVF − ΠFU −NPL− pV · ∆vF + ∆DF

= LF,−1 −NLF −NPL− pV · ∆vF + ∆DF

(67)

Equation above shows that the change in bank loans obtained by NFCs equals
their own investment plansminus retained pro�tsminus loans write-o�sminus
share issues plus the change in their own bank deposits.
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Loans write-o�s are a share of total loans to NFCs:

NPL = ξF · ξB · LF,−1 (68)

where ξB is the percentage of non-performing bank loans (NPBL), while ξF is
the share of NPBLs which give rise to NFC loans' write-o�s.

It is now possible to determine the net lending by NFCs, which is:

NLF = ΠFU − INVF (69)

As mentioned, this is the key sectoral magnitude of this model, as it de�nes
NFC �nancial balances against the rest of the economy.

There are still some NFC variables to be de�ned, before turning to other
sectors. The net disposable income of NFCs is:

Y DF = ΠFU − FUNDSF (70)

NFC net wealth (or worth) is always negative in the period considered:

NWF = NWF,−1 + Y DF − INVF + FUNDSF (71)

NFC net �nancial assets holdings (including deposits) are:

NFWF = −NWF −K · νK,F + LF + VF +BF −BG,F (72)

Notice that νK,F (i.e. the percentage of total capital owned by the NFC sector)
may well be di�erent from δF (i.e. the ratio of NFC investment to total invest-
ment). The latter refers to the investment undertaken in the last two decades
or so, while the former refers to the stock of capital overall accumulated over
time.

Other �nancial assets of NFCs (and net security holdings up until 2003)
are:

OFINF = −NFWF −DF (73)

The (net) demand for Italian NFC securities arises from domestic �nancial
institutions, households and foreign investors:16

BF = BF,B +BF,H +BF,RoW (74)

Finally, the net amount of government bonds held by NFCs (up until 2003) is:

BG,F = BG · qG,F (75)

where qG,F is an empirically-estimated parameter, de�ning the ratio of NFC
securities to government securities.

16 Notice that the Italian NFC sector has become a net issuer of securities since 2003.
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2.3 The government

As is well known, Italy is marked by one of the biggest government debt to
GDP ratios among developed countries. The absolute value of government
debt is also remarkable. This makes the Italian government securities' market
one of the biggest (and most liquid) in the world. In formal terms, total
nominal demand for Italian government securities is de�ned as the summation
of sectoral demands:

BG = BG,H +BG,RoW +BG,B +BG,F (76)

Focusing on Italian 10-year Treasury bonds (i.e. BTP), yields can be de�ned
by adding a mark-up to the risk-free interest rate (i.e. the German 10-year
government bond rate):

rB = rZ · (1 +m)

Similarly, the average return rate on Italian government securities - includ-
ing Treasury bills (BOT), zero-coupon certi�cates (CTZ), �oating rate notes
(CCT) and bonds with other maturities - can be calculated as:

rBA = rZ · (1 +mA) (77)

where the mark-up is de�ned as:

mA =
SPREADA

rZ
(78)

and the average spread between Italian and German bonds is determined as a
linear function of the market price of Italian bonds:

SPREADA = s1
A + s2

A · pB (79)

While Italy's government debt to GDP ratio is one of the highest in the EU,
the government de�cit to GDP ratio has been one of the lowest since the early
1990s. In fact, Italian government has been running primary surpluses ever
since (except for 2009).

Notice that both Eurostat and the ECB liken the concept of �surplus�
(�de�cit�) with that of �net lending� (�net borrowing�). The latter is de�ned as
�the last balancing item of the non-�nancial accounts - namely the balancing
item of the capital account�.17 In formal terms, net lending by the government
arises from revenues net of spending and interest payments:

NLG = GOVREV −GOVSP − INTG (80)

Interest payments, in turn, depend on the average return rate on government
securities and the amount of outstanding debt (in form of securities):

INTG = rBA,−1 ·BG,−1 (81)

17 See Eurostat Glossary at: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/
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Government total spending is given by the summation of government con-
sumption, investment, wage payments, total transfers (including subsidies and
bene�ts) and adjustment in funds:

GOVSP = CONSG + INVG +WBG + TTOT + FUNDSG (82)

Government total revenue is given by the summation of government GDP
(i.e. the cost of goods and services produced by the government), total taxes,
property incomes and dividends:

GOVREV = GDPG + τTOT + PROPG +DIVG (83)

For the sake of simplicity, government consumption is de�ned as a share of
total GDP plus a discretionary or stochastic component:

CONSG = αC
G ·GDP + εG (84)

Similarly, government investment is de�ned as a share of total GDP:

INVG = αI
G ·GDP (85)

and government wages are:

WBG = ωG ·GDP (86)

The total amount of equity and shares held by the government is de�ned by
parameter αV

G:
VG = αV

G ·GDP (87)

More in detail, the value of net NFC equity and shares held by the government
is assumed to be:

VF,G = xF · VG (88)

where xF is the percentage of NFC equity and shares to total equity and shares.

Similarly, the value of �nancial sector equity and shares held by the gov-
ernment (up until 2007) is:

VB,G = xB · VG (89)

where xB is the percentage of �nancial sector's equity and shares to total equity
and shares.

The value of foreign sector equity and shares held by the government is
de�ned as a residual:

VRoW,G = (1 − xF − xB) · VG (90)

The total tax revenue is the summation of taxes paid by (domestic) private
and foreign sectors:

τTOT = τH + τF + τB + τRoW (91)
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The amount of total transfers is the summation of transfers paid by government
to (domestic) private and foreign sectors:

TTOT = TH + TF + TB + TRoW (92)

Government GDP is evaluated in terms of costs of production. For the sake of
simplicity, it is de�ned here as a share of total GDP:

GDPG = βG ·GDP (93)

Net dividends paid to government are the summation of dividends from NFCs,
�nancial institutions and foreign issuers:

DIVG = DIVF,G +DIVB,G +DIVRoW,G (94)

Government property income is simply de�ned as a share of total GDP:

PROPG = αP
G ·GDP (95)

Similarly, the adjustment in funds for the government is de�ned as:

FUNDSG = αFU
G ·GDP (96)

where αFU
G < 1 during the period considered.

Using adaptive expectations, the change in the real supply of government
bonds (bG or BTP) is determined by both government borrowing needs and
newly issued Treasury bills (BOT ):18

bG = bG,−1 −
−NLG

pB,−1

+
BOT−1

pB,−1

(97)

where pB is the (average) unit price of Italian Treasury bonds and BOT is the
quantity of Treasury bills issued by the government in current period.

So, the market price of Italian government bonds is:

pB =
BG

bG
(98)

The nominal supply of Treasury bills is:

BOT = pB,−1 · ∆bG −
(
BG −BG,−1 ·

pB
pB,−1

)
(99)

In other words, the Italian government issues bills to deal with temporary cash
imbalances.

18 For the sake of simplicity, government securities other than Treasury bonds and bills
are neglected.
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Total taxes on products (net of subsidies) are de�ned as a percentage, θTOT ,
of gross output:

τNET
TOT = θTOT · Y (100)

Interests paid by government to �nancial institutions are de�ned as total in-
terest payments received by �nancial institutions minus interests paid by non-
�nancial �rms:

INTG,B = INTB − INTF,B (101)

Similarly, interests paid by government to households are de�ned as a residual:

INTG,H = INTH − INTF,H (102)

and the same goes for interests paid by government to foreign investors, which
amount to:

INTG,RoW = INTRoW − INTF,RoW (103)

Notice that, looking at available data, interest payments to each sector do not
mirror sectoral bond holdings. The reason is that net values (instead of gross
payments and revenues) of assets/liabilities and average return rates (instead
of asset-speci�c rates) are used. The high level of aggregation of data is also a
possible issue.

For the sake of simplicity, the net stock of loans obtained (or granted) by
the government is de�ned as a percentage of government net wealth:

LG = NWG · ηGL (104)

Similarly, the net stock of deposits and cash held by the government is:

DG = NWG · ηGD (105)

Finally, Italian government net wealth is roughly equal to:

NWG = NLG −BG (106)

Notice that equation (106) is just an approximation and should be re�ned in
future versions of this work.

2.4 Banks and other �nancial institutions

Italy's �nancial sector is dominated by a few large banks (notably Unicredit
and Intesa Sanpaolo). Consequently, commercial banks and non-bank �nancial
institutions can be included in the same sector without loss of realism. As
usual, the GDP to be attributed to �nancial institutions as a whole is de�ned
as a percentage, βB, of total GDP:

GDPB = βB ·GDP (107)
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Pro�ts made by �nancial institutions are calculated as the summation of �-
nancial sector's GDP, net dividends, net interest payments and adjustment in
funds, minus wages paid and taxes net of transfers:

ΠB = GDPB −WBB − τB + TB +DIVB+

+ PROPB + INTB + FUNDSB

(108)

It is possible to derive the net lending of �nancial institutions by subtracting
both received dividends and investment spending from (retained) pro�ts:

NLB = ΠB −DIVB − INVB (109)

For the sake of simplicity, the wage bill paid by �nancial institutions is also
de�ned as a share of total GDP:

WBB = ωB ·GDP (110)

Total taxes on �nancial sector pro�ts are:

τB = θB · ΠB (111)

Similarly, the value of total transfers received by �nancial institutions is de-
termined as a percentage of pro�ts:

TB = αT
B · ΠB (112)

Other property incomes received by �nancial institutions are:

PROPB = αP
B · ΠB (113)

The adjustment in funds for the �nancial sector can be also determined as:

FUNDSB = αFU
B · ΠB (114)

Financial sector net earning from lending is de�ned as net interest paid by
households plus net interest paid by NFCs plus a residual:

INTB =
(
INT PAID

H + (−INTF )
)

+ INTRES
B (115)

where the residual component, INTRES
B , is estimated empirically to account

for other possible interest entries and improve data �tting.

The investment undertaken by �nancial institutions is assumed to depend
on past investment, the risk-free interest rate, the return rate on equity, the
expected pro�t rate, and the expected (change in) average market price of
shares:19

INVB = γ0
B + γ1

B · INVB,−1 + γ2
B · rZ+

+ γ3
B · rV + γ4

B · E

(
ΠB

K · νK,B

)
+ γ5

B · E(∆pV )
(116)

19 Expected return rates (instead of current rates) are considered. A trend component
(γ6B · t) is added to equation (116) when the model is used to reproduce past data.
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Financial sector net wealth is:

NWB = NWB,−1 + ΠBU − INVB (117)

Financial institutions retain a percentage, sB, of total pro�t:

ΠBU = ΠB · sB (118)

The net (or domestic) stock of bank loans is the summation of mortgages to
households and loans granted to NFCs and the government:

LB = MORTH + LF + LG (119)

Similarly, the net stock of bank deposits is:

DB = DH +DF +DG (120)

Notice that the total stock of loans is higher than LB, as it must account for
the foreign sector:

LTOT = LB + LRoW (121)

Accordingly, the change in the total stock of deposits in current period equals
the change in total loans:

DTOT = DTOT,−1 + ∆LTOT (122)

Turning to �nancial assets held by banks and other �nancial institutions, the
overall amount is:

NFWB = NWB −K · νK,B (123)

where νK,B is the percentage of �xed capital owned by �nancial institutions
and hence K · νK,B is the stock of capital invested in the �nancial sector.

Apart from loans, Italian banks and �nancial institutions' �nancial assets
are made up of equity & shares, securities, and other unde�ned assets.20 The
ratio of �nancial institutions' equity & shares holdings to net �nancial wealth
is:

VB
E(NFWB)

= λB1,0 + λB1,1 · rV + λB1,2 · rBA (124)

The ratio of �nancial institutions' securities holdings to net �nancial wealth
is:

BB

E(NFWB)
= λB2,0 + λB2,1 · rV + λB2,2 · rBA (125)

where λB1,j and λ
B
2,j coe�cients are de�ned in the usual way.

Goverment bonds held by �nancial institutions are de�ned as a residual:

BG,B = (1 − qF ) ·BB (126)

20 Financial assets' holdings by sector are shown by Table 3 (securities) and Table 4
(equities & shares) in the Appendix.
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where qF is the ratio of NFC securities to total securities, which is assumed to
mirror the actual �nancial institutions' security portfolio composition.

NFC securities held by �nancial institutions are:

BF,B = qF ·BB (127)

Net dividends paid by �nancial corporations to households are negligible, so:

DIVB,H = eB ·DIVB · VB,H

VB
≈ 0 (128)

Similarly, net dividends paid by �nancial corporations to the government are:

DIVB,G = eB ·DIVB · VB,G

VB
≈ 0 (129)

In other words, it is implicitly assumed that eB = 0, so that �nancial corpo-
rations pay no dividends to other sectors:

DIVB = DIVB,H +DIVB,G = 0 (130)

Net NFC equity and shares held by �nancial corporations are:

VF,B = xF · VB (131)

where xF is the ratio of NFC equity to total equity.

Recalling net wealth de�nition (NWB), other �nancial assets held by �-
nancial institutions can be determined as a residual:

OFINB = K · νK,B −NWB + VB + LB −DB (132)

Finally, commercial banks set the interest rate on loans to NFCs by adding a
mark-up over the ECB discount rate:21

rL,F = rECB + rADD (133)

where rADD is the risk premium paid by NFCs (see Section 2.6).

2.5 The rest of the world

Froma an accounting viewpoint, net taxes on products paid by the rest of the
world correspond to the GDP that is not attributed to other sectors (see last
column in Figure 2). So, this residual component can be de�ned as:

GDPRoW = GDP − (GDPH +GDPF +GDPG +GDPB) (134)

where GDPRoW is just an accounting entry.

21 The ECB interest rate on the main re�nancing operations is considered.
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Similarly, net lending by the rest of the world must match domestic net
borrowing:

NLRoW = −(NLH +NLF +NLG +NLB) (135)

The latter is nothing but the negative of the current account for the Italian
economy.

Loans granted to, or obtained from, the rest of the world depend on many
factors, including past loans, the ECB target interest rate, the GDP attributed
to the rest of the world, the (nominal) exchange rate, the total trade volume,
and the Italian trade balance:

LRoW = Φ1
L · LRoW,−1 + Φ2

L · rECB,−1 + Φ3
L ·GDPRoW,−1+

+ Φ4
L ·NER + Φ5

L · (IMP−1 + EXP−1) + Φ6
L · (IMP−1 − EXP−1)

(136)

Similarly, deposits held by the rest of the world can be de�ned as:

DRoW = Φ1
D · LRoW,−1 + Φ2

D ·GDPRoW,−1 + Φ3
D · (IMP−1 + EXP−1)+

+ Φ4
D · (IMP−1 − EXP−1) + Φ5

D · rBA,−1 + Φ6
D ·GDP−1

(137)

Export is assumed to be driven by (changes in) output, exchange rate, wages
and employment:

EXP = EXP−1 · exp
(
µX

1 + µX
2 · ln

(Y−1

Y−2

)
+ µX

3 · (NER−1 −NER−2)+

+ µX
4 · ln

(WB−1

WB−2

)
+ µX

5 · ln
(N−1

N−2

))
(138)

Net dividends paid by the rest of the world to Italian households are:

DIVRoW,H = eRoW ·DIVRoW · VRoW,H

VRoW

(139)

where eRoW is the share of dividends (distributed by foreign institutions) ac-
tually received by households.

Similarly, net dividends paid by the rest of the world to the Italian govern-
ment are:

DIVRoW,G = eRoW ·DIVRoW · VRoW,G

VRoW

(140)

Net dividends paid by the rest of the world to Italian �nancial institutions are:

DIVRoW,B = eRoW ·DIVRoW · VRoW,B

VRoW

(141)

The rest of the world equity held by Italian �nancial institutions is:

VRoW,B = xB · VRoW (142)
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where xB is the ratio of �nancial institutions' equity to total equity.

By contrast, Italian government bonds held by the rest of the world are:

BG,RoW = (1 − qF ) ·BRoW (143)

where qF is the ratio of NFC securities to total securities.

Accordingly, Italian NFC securities held by the rest of the world are:

BF,RoW = qF ·BRoW (144)

Total (net) securities held by the rest of the world depend on (expected) return
rates on bonds and other �nancial assets, and the exchange rate:

BRoW = s1 · rZ + s2 · rECB + s3 · rBA + s4 ·NER + s5 · rV (145)

Total (net) equity issued by the rest of the world is de�ned as a residual:

VRoW = VH + VG − (VF + VB) (146)

Data show that net dividends paid by the rest of the world to Italian investors
are negligible, so:

DIVRoW = DIVF −DIVH −DIVG −DIVB ≈ 0 (147)

The net interest earned by the rest of the world is also de�ned as a residual:

INTRoW = INTH + INTB − (INTF + INTG) (148)

This allows including empirically-estimated components in net interests paid/received
by other sectors, while assuring model's accounting consistency.

Transfers to the rest of the world are simply de�ned as a share of Italy's
GDP:

TRoW = αT
RoW ·GDP (149)

Similarly, taxes paid by the rest of the world are:

τRoW = θRoW ·GDP (150)

To sum up, rest of the world's variables are de�ned in a residual way, except
for portfolio decisions, foreign loans & deposits and export. The rationale is
to assure the accounting consistency of the model.

2.6 The central bank

Since Italy is a member of the Euro Area, the key discount interest rate is set
autonomously by the ECB:

rECB = r̄ECB (151)
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The exchange rate is taken as an exogenous from Eurostat database, and it is
de�ned as the e�ective nominal exchange rate with 42 trading partners:

NER = ¯NER (152)

The risk-free interest rate is the return rate on 10-year German bonds, which
is also an exogenous variable for Italy:

rZ = r̄Z (153)

Finally, the mark-up NFCs are charged by commercial banks is de�ned as:

rADD = ρ1 · rECB,−1 + ρ2 · rLF,−1 + ρ3 · d
(
log(GDP )

)
+ ρ4 ·

LF,−1

VF,−1

(154)

In other words, the risk-premium over the discount interest rate is determined
by the discount rate itself, the past interest rate on loans to NFCs, the GDP
growth rate, and the NFC leverage ratio.22

The model is now complete, meaning that all transaction �ows displayed
by Figure 4 and all the related assets & liabilities' stocks (see Figure 14 in
the Appendix) have been de�ned. Next sub-section shows how parameters are
de�ned when the model is used to �t or �predict� past data, particularly when
a long period is concerned.

2.7 Moving parameters and exogenous variables

The main target of the model is not to �t past data, but to help create
alternate qualitative scenarios for macroeconomic variables and key �nan-
cial stocks/�ows (to be compared with the status quo). However, one could
guess whether the model can be calibrated to reproduce or �forecast� histor-
ical time series. As the period considered is rather extended and marked
by several structural breaks, parameters and exogenous variables are treated
like endogenous variables when the model is used to �t past data. In other
words, parameters are allowed to change over time following a deterministic
(non-linear) trend.23 The latter is de�ned, in turn, by meta-parameters, bj
(with j = 1, 2, 3, ..., 125). In addition, six dummy variables, labelled dj (with
j = 1, 2, 3, ..., 6), are used to address major structural breaks.

Starting from household GDP share to total GDP, it is de�ned as:

βH = b1 + b2 · t (B.1)

where t is a variable (call it �time�) capturing data trend.

22 Non-performing bank loans and/or loan write-o�s can be included as well. Notice that
equation (154) is replaced by a purely estimated rADD when the model is used to �t past
data - see (B.39) in Section 2.7.

23 See Figure 13 in the appendix, showing some selected moving parameters.
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The wage share to GDP is:

ωT = b3 · ωT,−1 + b4 · t+ b5 · t2 (B.2)

The household tax rate is:
θH = b6 + b7 · t (B.3)

Other (residual) interest received by households is:

INTRECV
H,RES = b8 + b9 · t (B.4)

The estimated interest rate on mortgages is:

rM = b10 + b11 · t (B.5)

Other (residual) interest paid by households is:

INT PAID
H,RES = b12 + b13 · t+ b14 · t2 (B.6)

The household transfers to (lagged) wage ratio is:

αH,T = b15 + b16 · t (B.7)

The household property income to (lagged) wage ratio is:

αH,P = b17 + b18 · t (B.8)

The percentage of NFC equity to total equity is:

χF = b19 + b20 · t+ b21 · t2 (B.9)

Similarly, the percentage of �nancial institutions equity to total equity is:

χB = b22 + b23 · t+ b24 · t2 (B.10)

The percentage of NFC securities to total securities is:

qF = b25 + b26 · t+ b27 · t2 (B.11)

NFC GDP share to total GDP is:

βF = b28 · βF,−1 + b29 · t+ b30 · t2 (B.12)

The capital depreciation rate is:

δK = b31 + b32 · t+ b33 · t2 + d1 (B.13)

NFC investment to total investment ratio is assumed to depend also on gross
output level:

δF = b34 + b35 · δF,−1 + b36 · Y−1 + b37 · t (B.14)

The residual interest earned by NFCs is:

INTRES
F = b38 + b39 · t+ b40 · t2 (B.15)
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The share of interests paid by/to NFCs to total interest payments is:

iF = b41 · iF,−1 + b42 · t+ b43 · t2 (B.16)

The ratio of other wages to total wages is:

ωO = b44 + b45 · t (B.17)

The rate of retention of pro�t after taxes is:

sF = b46 + b47 · t (B.18)

The tax rate on NFC pro�ts is:

θF = b48 + b49 · t (B.19)

The NFC transfers to pro�t ratio is:

αF,T = b50 + b51 · t (B.20)

The NFC funds to pro�t ratio is:

αF,FU = b52 + b53 · t (B.21)

The percentage of bank loans write-o�s is:

ξB = b54 · d2 + b55 · t+ b56 · t2 (B.22)

The government consumption to GDP ratio is:

αC
G = b57 · αC

G,−1 + b58 · d3 + b59 · t+ d3 · b60 · t (B.23)

The government investment to GDP ratio is:

αI
G = b61 · αI

G,−1 + b62 · d4 + b63 · t (B.24)

The government wages to GDP ratio is:

ωG = b64 · ωG,−1 + b65 · d5 · ωG,−1 (B.25)

The government total equity to GDP ratio is:

αV
G = b66 + b67 · t+ b68 · t2 (B.26)

The ratio of government adjustment in funds to GDP is:

αFU
G = b69 · αFU

G,−1 + b70 · t (B.27)

The ratio of government (other) property income to total GDP is:

αP
G = b71 + b72 · αP

G,−1 + b73 · t+ b74 · t2 (B.28)
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The ratio of net loans to net wealth for the government sector is:

ηGL = b75 + b76 · t+ b77 · t2 (B.29)

The ratio of net deposits to net wealth for the government sector is:

ηGD = b78 + b79 · t+ b80 · t2 (B.30)

Financial institutions' GDP to total GDP is:

βB = b81 + b82 · t+ b83 · t2 (B.31)

The ratio of �nancial institutions wages to total GDP is:

ωB = b84 + b85 · t+ b86 · t2 (B.32)

The ratio of total taxes paid by �nancial institutions to total GDP is:

θB = b87 + b88 · t+ b89 · t2 (B.33)

The ratio of total transfers received by �nancial institutions to total GDP is:

αT
B = b90 + b91 · t+ b92 · t2 (B.34)

The ratio of �nancial institutions adjustment in funds to total GDP is:

αFU
B = b93 + b94 · t+ b95 · t2 (B.35)

The ratio of other property income received by �nancial institutions to total
GDP is:

αP
B = b96 + b97 · t+ b98 · t2 (B.36)

Residual interests earned by �nancial institutions are:

INTRES
B = b99 + b100 · t+ b101 · t2 (B.37)

The rate of retention of pro�t in the �nancial sector is:

sB = b102 + b103 · t+ b104 · t2 (B.38)

The empirically-estimated mark-up over the target interest rate steered by the
ECB is:

r̂ADD = b105 · rADD,−1 + b106 · t+ b107 · t2 + b108 · t3 + b109 · t4 (B.39)

The ratio of RoW transfers to total GDP is:

αT
RoW = b110 + b111 · t+ b112 · t2 (B.40)

The ratio of RoW taxes to total GDP is:

θRoW = b113 + b114 · t+ b115 · t2 (B.41)

The total tax rate on products (net of subsidies) is:

θTOT = b116 + b117 · θTOT,−1 + b118 · t+ b119 · t2 (B.42)

The empirically-estimated growth rate of capital is:

ĝK = b120 + b121 · gK,−1 + b122 · d6 + b123 · t+ b124 · t2 + b125 · d6 · t (B.43)

As mentioned, equations (B.39) and (B.43) replace equations (154) and (39),
respectively, when the model is used to �t past data.
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3 Method: balance-sheets, data and calibration

The dataset used covers all mentioned variables for the Italian economy (�nan-
cial assets and liabilities, non-�nancial assets, non-�nancial transactions, and
annual accounts by sector) from 1990 to 2016 on a annual basis at the sectoral
level. Before estimating/calibrating model parameters, the transaction-�ow
matrix (TFM hereafter) must be matched to Italy's national accounts pro-
vided by Eurostat. The full TFM for Italy in 2015 is shown by Figure 2.24

Figure 2: The full transaction-�ow matrix (Italy, 2015, annual, current prices,
million euro)

Looking at the �gure above, two issues are apparent. First, lines 6 to 9 of
the full TFM do not sum up to zero. The fact is that there is no information
about �who pays whom�, meaning about cross-sector transactions. Second,
the number of entries is very high and should be reduced to avoid an excessive
number of variables and equations. To address these issues, the full TFM is
narrowed down in two steps.25 First, it is assumed that everything is produced
by non-�nancial corporations upon request of other sectors. Strong though
it may seem, this assumption allows meeting the stock-�ow conditions for
production entries in a simple way, so that each row total amounts to zero.
Figure 3 shows the reduced TFM, where the SFC quadruple-entry principle is
met. Second, the TFM is further simpli�ed by merging together some entries
(rows), as shown by Figure 4. This is the accounting structure the theoretical

24 The related balance sheet is displayed in the Appendix, Figure 14.
25 See Antoine Godin's website (https://github.com/antoinegodin) for a detailed intro-

duction to empirical SFC models.
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model presented in Section 2 is built upon.

Figure 3: The reduced or simpli�ed transaction-�ow matrix (Italy, 2015, annual,
current prices, million euro)

As mentioned, Eurostat annual data (from 1996 to 2016) are used to estimate
most of model parameters (e.g. consumption function parameters, housing
investment parameters, loan and deposit interest rates, etc.). For the sake of
modelling needs, annual data are turned into quarterly series using a simple
�linear-match last� method. This means that variables (including �ows) are
all calculated as annual series and then displayed quarterly.26 Other parame-
ters are either borrowed from the available literature or chosen from a range
of realistic values (e.g. weights on past errors in agents' expectations). All
non-empirically estimated or �ne-tuned parameters are summed up in Table
1. Notice that equations were �rst estimated one at a time and then using
a �seemingly unrelated regression� (SUR) method. Findings are similar. A
selection of SUR-estimated parameter values (for the household sector) can be
found in Table 2.

Focusing on software technicalities, all data are downloaded by R �les

26 This simpli�ed method may well a�ect the estimated or forecast values for (some)
model's parameters. Figure 12 in the Appendix compares �true� quarterly data (yellow
circled line) with transformed data used as model's inputs (black line) and model's forecast
(blue dotted line). Household net lending �gures are portrayed. While smoothing cyclicity,
transformed data look rather accurate. They provide a decent approximation of the 4-period
moving average of true quarterly data (red dotted line), after all. However, true quarterly
data should be used in a more advanced version of the model, particularly for policy purposes.
Notice that �quadratic-match sum� transformations for annual �ow variables (along with
di�erent interest rates) have been also tested. While this is expected to be a more accurate
method, the e�ect on estimated parameter values seems negligible and, in fact, model's �t
gets slightly worse.
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Figure 4: The super-simpli�ed transaction-�ow matrix (Italy, 2015, annual, current
prices, million euro)

(through the �pdfetch� package) and grouped together in a single account-
ing sheet (i.e. using a �.xls� or �.csv� �le format). The latter is then used by
an EViews program which: a) estimates model parameters; b) calibrates the
model using estimated and �ne-tuned parameter values; c) compares actual
data with �forecasted� values; and d) create alternate scenarios for relevant
variables to be compared with baseline values. The main advantage of the
model is that it allows accounting explicitly for the impact of stocks on �ows
and vice versa, highlighting the role of �nancial institutions, assets and cross-
sector relationships/balances. Programs' structure is sketched in Figure 7 (in
the Appendix), while main �ndings are presented in the next section.27

27 The complete EViews program, including all estimations of parameter values, can be
provided upon request.
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Table 1: Fine-tuned parameters

Equation Description Parameter values
number
8 Weight on past errors in expectations υ = 0.000 [0.100]
37 Capital depreciation rate (initial value) δk = 0.013
68 % of NPBL turning into NFC loans write-o�s ξF = 0.15
61 Share of accounting dividends received eG = 0

by the government eG = 0
62 Share of accounting dividends received

by �nancial institutions eB = 0
139 Share of accounting dividends received by

the rest of the world eRoW = 0
65 % of investment funded by new shares ψ = 0.010
8 Interest rate on bank deposits rD = 0.000

Table 2: Selected estimated parameters for households (SUR-OLS, 1996Q1-2015Q4)

Equation Dependent variable Parameter values
number
12 Household consumption c1 = 0.600, c2 = 0.059
15 Dwellings stock δ1

H = 0.013, δ2
H = 0.423

17 Household equity portfolio λH1,0 = 0.774, λH1,1 = 0.0004
λH1,2 = −2.146, λH1,3 = 0.040

28 Change in mortgages φ1 = 0.009, φ2 = −0.014,
φ3 = 0.235

29 Housing investment ϑ1 = 0.792, ϑ2 = 0.026
ϑ3 = −0.021, ϑ4 = 0.049

ϑ5 = 7, 963.884
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4 Preliminary �ndings

The model presented in Section 2 can be now used to: �rst, check the adher-
ence or �t of forecast series to past data; second, predict future developments
in main endogenous variables, particularly sectoral �nancial balances; third,
create alternate scenarios to be compared with the status quo. Since, all sec-
toral variables are explicitly modelled, there are no residuals to be checked.
The model claims to be stock-�ow consistent after all!28

a) Fitting or forecasting past data. Figure 5 shows �nancial balances (net
lending) for each Italian macro-sector as a percentage of GDP. The period
considered is from (the �rst quarter of) 1998 to (the fourth quarter of) 2015.
Notice that it is not a mere data �tting exercise, where values of endogenous
variables up to the previous period are used each time the model is solved
for the current period. On the contrary, variables' values are all �forecasted�,
based on the initial parameters' estimation. In other words, Figure 5 shows
how a medium-run forecast would have been performed historically, that is,
how the model would have replicated Italy's sectoral �nancial balances.

Figure 5: Sectoral �nancial balances in Italy over 1998q1-2015q4

Black lines show sectoral net lending ratios (to GDP) recorded by Eurostat,
while dotted coloured lines show the series estimated by the model. The �t (or
forecast) is good for all macro-sectors (although not perfect, due to data limi-

28 This is another di�erence compared with the model developed by Burgess et al.
(2016)[1].
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tations and theoretical constraints/restrictions), particularly for the household
one. Shaded areas show the US �nancial crisis of 2007-2008 and the European
Sovereign Debt Crisis, respectively. As one would expect, crises a�ect nega-
tively the (medium-run) predicting power of the model. For instance, while the
crisis of 2007-2008 is preceded by a strong improvement in government balance
(followed by a sharp collapse), the model wrongly attributes that peak to the
�nancial sector's balance. The e�ect of the 2010-2011 crisis on the NFC sector
is also misread (underrated).

Figure 6: Household net lending (%
GDP) - method (iv)

b) Predicting future trends. The
model can be used to provide (qual-
itative) forecasts for future trends
in time series. In principle, several
method can be used. Four of them
are tested here: (i) all model param-
eters are re-estimated using average
values in the last few periods (i.e. the
last two years),29 while variables are
allowed to revert to their own model-
implied paths in the �rst period of
the forecast; (ii) all model param-
eters are re-estimated using average
values in the last few periods, while
model's forecast is �normalised� to �t
last available data; (iii) original pa-
rameter estimates are kept and vari-
ables are allowed to revert to their
own model-implied paths in the �rst period of the forecast;30 (iv) original
parameter estimates are kept and model's forecast is �normalised� to �t last
available data. Methods (i) and (ii) - call them �static� forecasts - reduce the
impact of forecasting errors, but neglect most historical information. Methods
(iii) and (iv) - call them �dynamic� forecasts - use all the available information
in the data sample, but can be subject to a higher forecasting errors in the
short run. Figure 6 shows forecast values for net lending by Italian households
(blue dotted line) in the next three years or so, using method (iv). Although
the estimate is still a preliminary one, it shows that a downward trend in
household �nancial balance is expected to persist in the next few years.

c) Simulating alternate scenarios. The model can be used to simulate the reac-
tion of endogenous variables to shocks to key parameters. The new scenario is
then compared with the baseline or status quo, meaning historical data trend.31

29 Accordingly, trend components are dropped, while behavioural equations are all re-
stored.

30 This is (akin to) the method used by Burgess et al. (2016)[1].
31 This is an advantage compared with computational or purely-theoretical SFC models

(like those developed by Godley and Lavoie, 2006[2]), where steady/stationary state values
must be calculated (either analytically or through numerical simulations) before testing
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Since the Fiscal Compact and other European treaties require Italian author-
ities to reduce the government debt to GDP ratio in the next few years, the
impact (on household �nancial balance) of a change in government spending is
considered. Figure 7 contrasts household net lending under three alternative
scenarios about government consumption: the baseline scenario, where gov-
ernment consumption is assumed to keep following its historical trend (orange
line); an �austerity� scenario, marked by a sharp fall in government consump-
tion (-10% of GDP, red line); a �pro�igacy� scenario, characterised by a sharp
increase in government consumption (+10% of GDP, green line). Chart (a)
displays the three forecast series, while chart (b) shows the impact on net
lending by Italian households. As one would expect, a fall (increase) in gov-
ernment consumption goes along with a worsening (improvement) of household
�nancial balance compared to the baseline.

Figure 7: Household net lending: reaction to shocks to government spending (an-
nual)

While the method chosen used a�ects model's forecast quantitatively, qualita-
tive �ndings (i.e. the predicted reaction to shocks) look robust. Figure 8 shows
model's dynamics when the experiment is replicated using method (iii). The
vertical dotted line in chart (a) separates actual from forecast values, while
the black circles in chart (b) shows the baseline (expected) value for household
net lending. Red and green dotted lines have the usual meaning. The e�ect
on household lending caused by a change in the �scal stance looks now much
stronger (compared with method (iv)).

Figure 9 shows the results when the experiment is replicated using method
(i). While the predicted impact of an increase in government consumption is
in line with that obtained through method (iii), the e�ect of a spending cut
is stronger.

model's reactions to shocks.
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Figure 8: Household net lending (c.p. million euro, annual) - method (iii)

Figure 9: Household net lending (c.p. million euro, annual) - method (i)

Clearly, the model can also be used to account for all sectors and variables,
and a variety of shocks or alternative scenarios. It allows monitoring stock-�ow
norms, which can possibly help detect economic & �nancial fragility signs and
forecast crises. Figure 10 shows (forecast) net lending by sectors and Italy's
(forecast) GDP components. More precisely, charts (a) and (b) are obtained
using method (iii) (i.e. all dataset used), while charts (c) and (d) are based on
method (iv) (i.e. all dataset used and normalisation to last period's values).
Results are similar.32 The only exception is net lending by NFCs, which is
expected to improve in chart (a), whereas the contrary happens in chart (c).
This goes along with a strengthening of �nancial sector's balance in chart (c).

Summing up, the preliminary �ndings suggest that further work is nec-
essary to re�ne both the theoretical model and the estimation & forecast
methods. More precisely: (a) transformed annual data should be replaced
with quarterly data, while other estimation techniques should be tested (per-
haps based on cointegration methods); (b) gross stocks and �ows should be

32 Notice that 2017Q1's values have been smoothed to avoid a �jump� in the growth rates
due to the transition from actual data to forecast ones.
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Figure 10: Net lending and GDP components across the economy

replaced with net stocks and �ows, and the aggregation level should be re-
duced down; (c) a price setting mechanism should be included in the model
(alternatively, constant prices can be used to estimate model's parameters);
(d) the transaction-�ow matrix should be completed, while sectoral balance-
sheets should be also explicitly de�ned. Despite these limitations, the model
enables for interesting qualitative comparative analyses yet. In fact, once �n-
ished, it could hopefully act as a useful benchmark for students, early-career
researchers, and the practitioners who are planning to develop empirical SFC
models.
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A Appendix: additional tables and �gures

Table 3: �Who holds what�: cross-sector (net) securities holdings

Issuer
Holder NFCs FCs Gov. House. R.o.W.
NFCs [Bg,f ]
FCs Bf,b Bg,b

Gov.
House. Bf,h Bg,h

R.o.W. Bf,row Bg,row

Table 4: �Who holds what�: cross-sector (net) equity holdings

Issuer
Holder NFCs FCs Gov. House. R.o.W.
NFCs
FCs Vf,b Vrow,b

Gov. Vf,g [Vb,g] Vrow,g

House. Vf,h [Vb,h] Vrow,h

R.o.W.

Figure 11: Programs structure
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Figure 12: Household net lending: data check (c.p., million euro)
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Figure 13: Calibration: selected �moving parameters�
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Figure 14: Balance sheet (Italy, 2015, annual, current prices, million euro)

Note: rest of the world (RoW) is de�ned residually
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